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Regulations with Operational Benefits for Today (continued)

Expanded International Repair Capabilities

FANS
The Future Air Navigation System (FANS) provides
direct datalink communication between the
pilot and the Air Traffic Controller (ATC). FANS
technology is currently being implemented
in oceanic and domestic airspace around the
world.
For a timeline of upcoming FANS mandates,
visit: www.uasc.com/fans/fans12.aspx.
Aircraft operating in Oceanic Regions where
FANS is implemented typically recognize the
most benefits of FANS-enabled avionics. These
operators experience a reduction in fuel burn
and flight time through preferred routes with
favorable winds. Therefore, costs associated
with crew and engine maintenance can also
be reduced.
Controller Pilot Datalink Communications
(CPDLC) is a FANS 1/A+ technology that allows
ATCs to communicate with flight crews via
text-based messages. It is intended to replace
traditional voice over High Frequency (HF) and
Very HF (VHF) radio frequencies, increasing the
effectivity of the communications channel.
The primary benefit of CPDLC over voice is
improved reliability and clarity of communication
in oceanic and remote regions where distorted
HF voice channels commonly occur. CPDLC is
being used right now, offering operators significant benefits in their current operations.
Another main component of FANS 1/A+,
Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Contract
(ADS–C), reports the current flight position via
satellite or VHF datalink to the ATC or airline.
Requiring a peer-to-peer relationship with the
ground facility to acknowledge receipt of ADS
messages, ADS–C improves the surveillance of
enroute aircraft.
Universal Avionics’ UniLink® UL-800/801
Communications Management Unit (CMU)
meets FANS 1/A+ standards and includes CPDLC
and ADS–C functionality. Combined with
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Universal’s SBAS-FMS, the UniLink UL-800/801
provides an opportunity to take full advantage
of the safety and efficiency benefits that advanced datalink capabilities offer.
Link 2000+

•

•

The Single European Sky (SES) Data Link Services
Implementing Rule (DLS IR) requires all existing
aircraft operating above FL285 in European
airspace to be retrofitted for the Link 2000+
Programme by February 15, 2015.
Universal Avionics’ UniLink UL-800/801 CMU is
slated to be one of the only integrated airborne
datalink systems to provide CPDLC and Context
Management (CM) functions required to meet
the upcoming EUROCONTROL Link 2000+
Programme mandate. These functions will be
incorporated in an upcoming software upgrade
to the CMU, making it available to a wide range
of aircraft types.
Operators
equipped with
Link 2000+ will
see preferential
treatment due to
“best equipped,
best served”
hierarchy within
the airspace.

December 12, 2013
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ADS–B
Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast
(ADS-B) mandates are currently being planned
and implemented worldwide, affecting almost
all aircraft operators. In the US, the FAA has mandated ADS–B Out by January 1, 2020 and in
Europe, EASA may mandate ADS–B Out as early
as 2015.
However, some of the earliest ADS–B compliance
dates will affect the Asia-Pacific region starting
in December 2013. Areas will include Australia,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Vietnam and Indonesia.
Important upcoming dates and associated
ADS–B mandates include:

Australia: All aircraft flying at /
above FL290, within 12 NM of
Australia’s landmass
Hong Kong: Airways L642 and
M771 at /above FL290

•

Singapore: Certain airways at /
above FL290

•

Vietnam: Certain airways at /
above FL290

•

Indonesia: Certain airways at /
above FL290

December 31, 2014
•

Hong Kong: All airspace at /
above FL290

Australian airspace was the first with full,
continental ADS–B coverage (above FL300).
As a result, Australia has experienced advanced
surveillance capability, including over the remote
areas of the outback that previously had no
coverage at all. In addition, Australia is realizing
significant safety benefits that are a direct result
of ADS–B.

Scandinavian Avionics to Support Repair and Return-to-Service for EFI-890R/890H

NBAA 2013 Spotlight

The breadth of repair capabilities for Universal
Avionics’ Authorized Dealer, Scandinavian Avionics
A/S, is being expanded to include the EFI-890R
and EFI-890H Advanced Flight Display systems.

Announcements............................1

Scandinavian Avionics is one of Universal Avionics’
premier equipment sales and installation dealers
as well as an EASA and FAA Part-145 approved
repair facility.
“Scandinavian Avionics’ skill and experience with
Universal’s EFI-890R flight deck retrofits, on both
regional airliners and corporate aircraft, has been a
significant factor in their successful performance,”
said Andy Seaton, Universal Avionics’ Director of
Product Support. “We’re fortunate to have an
Authorized Dealer like Scandinavian Avionics, with
its experience in worldwide reach and technical
support,” he added.

Primarily serving the European community, this
expanded repair capability will provide more
localized support with a greater opportunity for
quicker turn-times than when the equipment is
returned to Universal Avionics’ US repair facilities.
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Avionics Solutions for Your Aircraft

Top Dealer Announcement

Make sure to schedule time to visit Universal Avionics’ Booth N6108 during the 2013
National Business Aviation Association’s (NBAA) 66th Annual Business Aviation
Convention and Exhibition at the Las Vegas Convention Center (LVCC) in Las Vegas,
Nevada. Exhibit halls are open October 22–24.

Universal Avionics invites its customers, dealers
and business partners to an in-booth reception
at the 2013 NBAA Annual Business Aviation
Convention and Exhibition.

Universal Avionics has avionics solutions for over 50 aircraft types – come learn about
solutions for your particular aircraft to benefit your flight operations today and in the
future.

When: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 at 3:00pm
Where: Universal Avionics’ Booth N6108
What: Enjoy refreshments while Universal
Avionics reveals its 2013 Top Dealers – North
American and International

The New Future for Your Falcon
Universal Avionics recently partnered with Authorized Dealer, Duncan
Aviation, to install and certify a technologically advanced cockpit for the
Dassault Falcon 900B. Visit Universal Avionics’ Booth N6108 during the 2013
NBAA Business Aviation Convention and Exhibition to learn about the new
future of your Falcon.

Aircraft that are currently equipped for ADS–B
Out realize many benefits today, including:
improved situational awareness and safety,
reduced separation between aircraft and
increased coverage. In addition, ADS–B Out
also complies with the FAA and EASA mandates
for equipage and support of NextGen navigation
capability.

Universal Avionics and Duncan Aviation have a proven relationship that has
delivered technologically advanced avionics solutions for business aircraft
for over three decades. Both companies have a long-standing relationship
founded on the principle of working together to provide leading edge and
world class avionics retrofit solutions for the business jet market.

The minimum set of equipment for ADS–B Out
to satisfy the FAA’s mandate is an extended
squitter Mode S transponder, which accepts
GPS position information from a GPS sensor. At
this time, Universal Avionics’ SBAS–FMSs meet
the ADS–B Out requirements for an SBAS sensor.

Retrofit Flight Deck Package
The Universal Avionics / Duncan Aviation Falcon 900B flight deck upgrade
presents a simple concept: replace only the most critical components to
maximize upgrade efficiency. This straightforward solution provides significant
weight and power savings, increased reliability and reduced maintenance
costs. The operator will realize maintenance cost savings and less downtime
while receiving the benefits of the latest advancements in avionics
technology comparable to the latest production OEM aircraft.
Components
The upgraded avionics suite includes:
•
•
•

To learn more about ADS–B or to download a
copy of Universal Avionics’ ADS–B Out White
Paper, visit: www.uasc.com/ads-b.

•

3260 E. Universal Way
Tucson, AZ 85756 USA

Additional information regarding P–RNAV is
detailed in the From the Flight Deck article on
page 3.

Inside This Issue

•
•

5 – EFI-8990R 8.9” Advanced Flight Displays with one fully dedicated
Engine Display (ED)
2 – Vision-1® Synthetic Vision Systems
2 – Application Server Units (ASU) for Jeppesen charts, checklists
and E-DOCS
2 – UNS-1Fw Flight Management Systems (FMS) with 5” Control
Display Units (CDU) (optional 3rd FMS)
2 – Radio Control Units (RCU)
1 – UniLink® UL-801 Airborne Datalink Communications Management
Unit (CMU)

Additional Information
For program information, please contact a Universal Avionics Regional
Sales Manager or Duncan Aviation, or visit www.uasc.com/falcon900b.
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Product News and Highlights

From the Flight Deck

Regulations with Operational Benefits for Today

Matching Advanced Avionics to Customer Needs

Discussing P-RNAV with Universal Avionics’ Manager of Airworthiness and Flight Operations

New Rates for Navigation Databases in 2014

For this issue, The Universal Flyer asked Paul Damschen, Universal Avionics’
Manager of Airworthiness and Flight Operations, to discuss P–RNAV.

With high demand for measures seemingly
designed to improve safety and reliability,
government-issued mandates, regulations and
rules are regularly introduced to the aviation
industry. As a result, operators are forced to
face the maze of mandates and acronyms,
and are left to figure out how to equip for
these mandates or install latest technologies
for their operations, all at the best value.

An increase in costs from Universal Avionics’
data and media suppliers has resulted in new
rates for navigation database subscription
services and corresponding navigation database media fees for 2014.
The new pricing changes listed below are
effective January 1, 2014:
•
•
•

Increase of $100.00 for corporate
operator subscriptions
Increase of $200.00 for carrier/
military/helicopter subscriptions
Increase of $300.00 for all media
subscriptions

These increases will be reflected in invoices for
navigation database subscriptions effective on
or after January 1, 2014.
Universal Avionics knows that its operators rely
on their navigation databases every day, and

dependable data and reliable subscription
service is of most importance. Therefore,
Universal Avionics is committed to maintaining
excellence in database support.

For more information, contact:

UniNet

Email: sales@navtech.aero

Subscriptions for download-only database
updates offer a tremendous value for operators,
reducing their subscription cost. Visit UniNet at
www.uasc.com/uninet each cycle to download
navigation data at your convenience.

Internet: www.navtech.aero

Navtech

Protect Your Avionics Investment
With FlightAssure™ Extended Warranty
Universal Avionics’ FlightAssure Extended Warranty
Program provides customers with stability in their
maintenance and repair costs. The FlightAssure
program is designed to help customers’ extended
budget planning with cost protection in the event
avionics service is needed. For a list of FlightAssure’s
key features, visit: www.uasc.com/warranty.
FlightAssure is available for purchase at any time during
the equipment ownership.
For more information, please contact Universal Avionics’
Warranty Department at:
Tel: (520) 573-7627 • (800) 595-5906
Email: warranty@uasc.com
For enrollment, contact a Universal Avionics Authorized
Dealer. To locate an Authorized Dealer near you, visit:
www.uasc.com.
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Additional Information
For questions regarding Universal Avionics’
navigation database pricing for 2014, please
contact Sales Administration at:

Email: navdata@uasc.com

UFP Program Updates
As announced in Service Bulletin No. 3564, SCN 25.6 for the Universal Flight Planning (UFP)
program is now available. UFP 25.6 includes the following enhancements:
•
•
•

•
•

The Universal Flyer:
What is P–RNAV?

Tel Europe: +46-8-797-5138 • +44-1932-704228

Tel: (520) 295-2300 • (800) 321-5253

Additionally, operators of FMS Software Control
Number (SCN) 802/902 and later may also
obtain navigation database subscriptions
directly from Navtech. Navtech’s navigation
database services draw on one of the world’s
largest aeronautical databases, supporting a
wide range of electronic navigation needs.

Here’s what he had
to say:

Incorporated GNSS-2400 SCN 30.X to the list of GPS/GNSS receivers supported for
RAIM prediction
Updated GPS/GNSS receiver selection view to show only the receivers that are
applicable to the selected FMS
Modified privilege settings for Microsoft Windows Vista and subsequent to allow
updating of the navigation database without requiring UFP to be executed as an
administrator
Updated to allow the user to select the UFP install location
Added additional error handling during database loading

The UFP Windows-based software package
provides operators with offline flight planning
and GPS Fault Detection and Exclusion prediction
capabilities using a PC and navigation database
subscription. The software allows the operator
to create and edit items in their Pilot Database
such as routes, waypoints, departures, arrivals,
approaches and more. In addition, the SBAS-FMS
offers a unique protected Company Routes
Database. For more information or for free download of the UFP program, visit:
www.uasc.com/support/ufp.aspx.

Paul: P–RNAV stands
for Precision–Area
Navigation (P–RNAV)
as defined by the
Paul in the flight deck of Universal’s Beechcraft King Air F90
European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA)/ Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA). It defines the
minimum performance and function requirements appropriate for
Terminal Airspace RNAV operations, and includes navigation data integrity
requirements and flight crew procedures necessary to meet the
requirements.
The Universal Flyer: Where is P–RNAV being introduced?
Paul: P–RNAV isn’t new, it has origins going back over a decade. However,
at this time, European states are progressively introducing P–RNAV
procedures across the Terminal Areas of the European Civil Aviation
Conference (ECAC), making compliance to the P–RNAV requirements
more pressing in order to continue aircraft operations without interruption.
The Universal Flyer: What are the benefits of being P–RNAV compliant?
Paul: P–RNAV offers operators benefits including shorter, more direct
routes and more precise navigational accuracy in the terminal and
approach airspace. More importantly, not complying with P–RNAV
requirements will over time, exclude your aircraft from operating in
European airspaces.

Circular (AC) 90-96A. Also, a statement is required in the Aircraft Flight
Manual (AFM) or AFM Supplement (AFMS). For European operations, a
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for all Required Navigation Performance
(RNP) operations is necessary, as the requirements differ from the FAA
requirements.
The Universal Flyer: Are there any P–RNAV mandates?
Paul: Basic–RNAV (B–RNAV) has been required since 1998. Although
P–RNAV has not been given a hard date for mandatory compliance,
European states are implementing numerous P–RNAV procedures in the
terminal areas of major airports. Only P–RNAV qualified aircraft will be
allowed to fly these procedures, essentially creating a “best equipped,
best served” situation. We are also hearing of restrictions being placed at
certain airports within European airspace for aircraft that are not P–RNAV
equipped.
The Universal Flyer: What does an operator need to be compliant?
Paul: P–RNAV is an aircraft level authorization, consisting of several
components, including pilot training, installed equipment, and operational
approval. An AFMS statement demonstrating compliance is also required.
The Universal Flyer: Where can an operator find more information
regarding P–RNAV?
Paul: EASA TGL-10 and Universal Avionics Service Letter 2792, which
addresses the FMS functional compliance are good places to start. The
FMS itself is a key component in P-RNAV approval, but is only a part of
the total process.
Look for more pilot tips, tricks and talk from Paul in future issues of
The Universal Flyer.

The Universal Flyer is a quarterly publication
produced by Universal Avionics Systems
Corporation. This newsletter provides
information about Universal Avionics as a
company, its products and services as well
as regulatory and educational information
relevant to the owners and operators of
business, regional and air transport aircraft.

Your feedback is appreciated. Email your
comments to: universalflyer@uasc.com.

Update
Receive The Universal Flyer by mail or email.
Email universalflyer@uasc.com or call the
Marketing department at (800) 321-5253 or
(520) 295-2300 to update your profile.

Universal Avionics’ current product lines offer
solutions for some of the most advanced
industry technologies and requirements such
as: Satellite–Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS),
Required Navigation Performance (RNP) and
Precision–Area Navigation (P–RNAV), the Future
Air Navigation
System (FANS),
Link 2000+
and Automatic
Dependent
Surveillance–
Broadcast (ADS–B).

SBAS
Use of Satellite–Based Augmentation Systems
(SBAS) has been growing substantially throughout the world, including: Europe (EGNOS),
North America (WAAS), Japan (MSAS) and India
(GAGAN). Each system improves the performance and reliability of GPS.
Business aircraft operating in the National
Airspace System (NAS) who regularly fly into
small airports or in bad weather often recognize
the most benefits of SBAS technology.
Universal Avionics’ SBAS-FMSs are compatible
with each of the regional SBAS systems previously mentioned. The SBAS-FMSs feature an
extremely precise, internal SBAS GPS receiver
that improves accuracy and integrity of GPSderived position information.
Universal’s SBAS-FMSs were designed in compliance with RTCA DO-229 to meet current
standards and emerging technology in satellitebased navigation.

In its simplest form, RNP equipage means that
the aircraft and its installed equipment are able
to maintain required navigational accuracy and
integrity defined to operate in the defined airspace or perform a specific approach, departure,
etc.
Operators should note that at some point in
the future, RNP will affect anyone operating
under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) because of
increased focus by regulatory agencies on this
type of navigation. This includes light aircraft,
corporate aircraft and air transport..
Current RNP requirements include:
• Oceanic/Remote: RNP 10
• US: RNP 4
• US: RNAV (RNP AR) Approach
Authorization
• Europe: Basic–RNAV (B–RNAV), the
equivalent to RNP 5
• Europe: P–RNAV, the equivalent to RNP 1
RNP operations offer operators significant
benefits such as improved safety, flight operations efficiency and airspace capacity.
Universal Avionics is a technology leader in both
RNAV and RNP. The SBAS-FMS meets RNP/ Actual
Navigation Performance (ANP) airworthiness
requirements for US RNP procedures in addition
to European B–RNAV and P–RNAV operations.

UNS-1Ew SBAS-FMS
Continued on Page 5

Universal Avionics Moves Up to 2nd Place in AIN 2013 Product Support Survey

Paul: P–RNAV requirements are defined in EASA Temporary Guidance
Leaflet (TGL)-10 and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Advisory

Feedback

More choice, more options, more freedom.

Operators who choose to equip early will
realize benefits long before the compliance
date of any mandate.

RNP

Top Ratings Continue for Universal Avionics’ Support

The Universal Flyer: Where are the requirements for P–RNAV defined?

About

Universal Avionics believes that every operator
should have the benefit of advanced technologies for the freedom to fly in airspace around
the world efficiently and safely, in their current
aircraft.

Equipping aircraft for future compliance and
emerging technologies can bring significant
benefits today.

Contact

Sales/Marketing/Support
3260 E. Universal Way
Tucson, AZ 85756 USA
Tel: (520) 295-2300 • (800) 321-5253
Fax: (520) 295-2395
Email: info@uasc.com
www.uasc.com

Universal Avionics has once again ranked as one of the top cockpit
avionics manufacturers, moving up to second place in this years’ AIN
Product Support Survey (September 2013 issue). Noticeable areas of
improvement from AIN’s 2012 Product Support Survey included Cost
of Parts, Technical Manuals and Overall Product Reliability.

The company’s consistently high support ratings in industry
publications prove Universal Avionics’ commitment to overall
customer support, operation and reliability. Thank you for your
support; Universal Avionics looks forward to another great year
of serving you.

Did You Know?
Insert Forecast Winds to Improve Fuel Calculation
Universal Avionics’ FMS’s Flight Plan (FPL) Menu Page 2 has an option to insert forecast
flight plan winds adjacent to appropriate waypoints in the flight plan. This enhances overall
time enroute and fuel consumption calculations, especially when the length of the leg
being flown is near normal aircraft maximum range. When these values are not inserted, the
FMS uses current calculated winds at any given time to compute fuel/time requirements.
However, it should be noted that this is not typically an issue for shorter flights.

FPL Winds Page showing manual entry of FPL Winds
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From the Flight Deck

Regulations with Operational Benefits for Today

Matching Advanced Avionics to Customer Needs

Discussing P-RNAV with Universal Avionics’ Manager of Airworthiness and Flight Operations

New Rates for Navigation Databases in 2014

For this issue, The Universal Flyer asked Paul Damschen, Universal Avionics’
Manager of Airworthiness and Flight Operations, to discuss P–RNAV.

With high demand for measures seemingly
designed to improve safety and reliability,
government-issued mandates, regulations and
rules are regularly introduced to the aviation
industry. As a result, operators are forced to
face the maze of mandates and acronyms,
and are left to figure out how to equip for
these mandates or install latest technologies
for their operations, all at the best value.

An increase in costs from Universal Avionics’
data and media suppliers has resulted in new
rates for navigation database subscription
services and corresponding navigation database media fees for 2014.
The new pricing changes listed below are
effective January 1, 2014:
•
•
•

Increase of $100.00 for corporate
operator subscriptions
Increase of $200.00 for carrier/
military/helicopter subscriptions
Increase of $300.00 for all media
subscriptions

These increases will be reflected in invoices for
navigation database subscriptions effective on
or after January 1, 2014.
Universal Avionics knows that its operators rely
on their navigation databases every day, and

dependable data and reliable subscription
service is of most importance. Therefore,
Universal Avionics is committed to maintaining
excellence in database support.

For more information, contact:

UniNet

Email: sales@navtech.aero

Subscriptions for download-only database
updates offer a tremendous value for operators,
reducing their subscription cost. Visit UniNet at
www.uasc.com/uninet each cycle to download
navigation data at your convenience.

Internet: www.navtech.aero

Navtech

Protect Your Avionics Investment
With FlightAssure™ Extended Warranty
Universal Avionics’ FlightAssure Extended Warranty
Program provides customers with stability in their
maintenance and repair costs. The FlightAssure
program is designed to help customers’ extended
budget planning with cost protection in the event
avionics service is needed. For a list of FlightAssure’s
key features, visit: www.uasc.com/warranty.
FlightAssure is available for purchase at any time during
the equipment ownership.
For more information, please contact Universal Avionics’
Warranty Department at:
Tel: (520) 573-7627 • (800) 595-5906
Email: warranty@uasc.com
For enrollment, contact a Universal Avionics Authorized
Dealer. To locate an Authorized Dealer near you, visit:
www.uasc.com.
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Additional Information
For questions regarding Universal Avionics’
navigation database pricing for 2014, please
contact Sales Administration at:

Email: navdata@uasc.com

UFP Program Updates
As announced in Service Bulletin No. 3564, SCN 25.6 for the Universal Flight Planning (UFP)
program is now available. UFP 25.6 includes the following enhancements:
•
•
•

•
•

The Universal Flyer:
What is P–RNAV?

Tel Europe: +46-8-797-5138 • +44-1932-704228

Tel: (520) 295-2300 • (800) 321-5253

Additionally, operators of FMS Software Control
Number (SCN) 802/902 and later may also
obtain navigation database subscriptions
directly from Navtech. Navtech’s navigation
database services draw on one of the world’s
largest aeronautical databases, supporting a
wide range of electronic navigation needs.

Here’s what he had
to say:

Incorporated GNSS-2400 SCN 30.X to the list of GPS/GNSS receivers supported for
RAIM prediction
Updated GPS/GNSS receiver selection view to show only the receivers that are
applicable to the selected FMS
Modified privilege settings for Microsoft Windows Vista and subsequent to allow
updating of the navigation database without requiring UFP to be executed as an
administrator
Updated to allow the user to select the UFP install location
Added additional error handling during database loading

The UFP Windows-based software package
provides operators with offline flight planning
and GPS Fault Detection and Exclusion prediction
capabilities using a PC and navigation database
subscription. The software allows the operator
to create and edit items in their Pilot Database
such as routes, waypoints, departures, arrivals,
approaches and more. In addition, the SBAS-FMS
offers a unique protected Company Routes
Database. For more information or for free download of the UFP program, visit:
www.uasc.com/support/ufp.aspx.

Paul: P–RNAV stands
for Precision–Area
Navigation (P–RNAV)
as defined by the
Paul in the flight deck of Universal’s Beechcraft King Air F90
European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA)/ Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA). It defines the
minimum performance and function requirements appropriate for
Terminal Airspace RNAV operations, and includes navigation data integrity
requirements and flight crew procedures necessary to meet the
requirements.
The Universal Flyer: Where is P–RNAV being introduced?
Paul: P–RNAV isn’t new, it has origins going back over a decade. However,
at this time, European states are progressively introducing P–RNAV
procedures across the Terminal Areas of the European Civil Aviation
Conference (ECAC), making compliance to the P–RNAV requirements
more pressing in order to continue aircraft operations without interruption.
The Universal Flyer: What are the benefits of being P–RNAV compliant?
Paul: P–RNAV offers operators benefits including shorter, more direct
routes and more precise navigational accuracy in the terminal and
approach airspace. More importantly, not complying with P–RNAV
requirements will over time, exclude your aircraft from operating in
European airspaces.

Circular (AC) 90-96A. Also, a statement is required in the Aircraft Flight
Manual (AFM) or AFM Supplement (AFMS). For European operations, a
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for all Required Navigation Performance
(RNP) operations is necessary, as the requirements differ from the FAA
requirements.
The Universal Flyer: Are there any P–RNAV mandates?
Paul: Basic–RNAV (B–RNAV) has been required since 1998. Although
P–RNAV has not been given a hard date for mandatory compliance,
European states are implementing numerous P–RNAV procedures in the
terminal areas of major airports. Only P–RNAV qualified aircraft will be
allowed to fly these procedures, essentially creating a “best equipped,
best served” situation. We are also hearing of restrictions being placed at
certain airports within European airspace for aircraft that are not P–RNAV
equipped.
The Universal Flyer: What does an operator need to be compliant?
Paul: P–RNAV is an aircraft level authorization, consisting of several
components, including pilot training, installed equipment, and operational
approval. An AFMS statement demonstrating compliance is also required.
The Universal Flyer: Where can an operator find more information
regarding P–RNAV?
Paul: EASA TGL-10 and Universal Avionics Service Letter 2792, which
addresses the FMS functional compliance are good places to start. The
FMS itself is a key component in P-RNAV approval, but is only a part of
the total process.
Look for more pilot tips, tricks and talk from Paul in future issues of
The Universal Flyer.

The Universal Flyer is a quarterly publication
produced by Universal Avionics Systems
Corporation. This newsletter provides
information about Universal Avionics as a
company, its products and services as well
as regulatory and educational information
relevant to the owners and operators of
business, regional and air transport aircraft.

Your feedback is appreciated. Email your
comments to: universalflyer@uasc.com.

Update
Receive The Universal Flyer by mail or email.
Email universalflyer@uasc.com or call the
Marketing department at (800) 321-5253 or
(520) 295-2300 to update your profile.

Universal Avionics’ current product lines offer
solutions for some of the most advanced
industry technologies and requirements such
as: Satellite–Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS),
Required Navigation Performance (RNP) and
Precision–Area Navigation (P–RNAV), the Future
Air Navigation
System (FANS),
Link 2000+
and Automatic
Dependent
Surveillance–
Broadcast (ADS–B).

SBAS
Use of Satellite–Based Augmentation Systems
(SBAS) has been growing substantially throughout the world, including: Europe (EGNOS),
North America (WAAS), Japan (MSAS) and India
(GAGAN). Each system improves the performance and reliability of GPS.
Business aircraft operating in the National
Airspace System (NAS) who regularly fly into
small airports or in bad weather often recognize
the most benefits of SBAS technology.
Universal Avionics’ SBAS-FMSs are compatible
with each of the regional SBAS systems previously mentioned. The SBAS-FMSs feature an
extremely precise, internal SBAS GPS receiver
that improves accuracy and integrity of GPSderived position information.
Universal’s SBAS-FMSs were designed in compliance with RTCA DO-229 to meet current
standards and emerging technology in satellitebased navigation.

In its simplest form, RNP equipage means that
the aircraft and its installed equipment are able
to maintain required navigational accuracy and
integrity defined to operate in the defined airspace or perform a specific approach, departure,
etc.
Operators should note that at some point in
the future, RNP will affect anyone operating
under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) because of
increased focus by regulatory agencies on this
type of navigation. This includes light aircraft,
corporate aircraft and air transport..
Current RNP requirements include:
• Oceanic/Remote: RNP 10
• US: RNP 4
• US: RNAV (RNP AR) Approach
Authorization
• Europe: Basic–RNAV (B–RNAV), the
equivalent to RNP 5
• Europe: P–RNAV, the equivalent to RNP 1
RNP operations offer operators significant
benefits such as improved safety, flight operations efficiency and airspace capacity.
Universal Avionics is a technology leader in both
RNAV and RNP. The SBAS-FMS meets RNP/ Actual
Navigation Performance (ANP) airworthiness
requirements for US RNP procedures in addition
to European B–RNAV and P–RNAV operations.

UNS-1Ew SBAS-FMS
Continued on Page 5

Universal Avionics Moves Up to 2nd Place in AIN 2013 Product Support Survey

Paul: P–RNAV requirements are defined in EASA Temporary Guidance
Leaflet (TGL)-10 and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Advisory

Feedback

More choice, more options, more freedom.

Operators who choose to equip early will
realize benefits long before the compliance
date of any mandate.

RNP

Top Ratings Continue for Universal Avionics’ Support

The Universal Flyer: Where are the requirements for P–RNAV defined?

About

Universal Avionics believes that every operator
should have the benefit of advanced technologies for the freedom to fly in airspace around
the world efficiently and safely, in their current
aircraft.

Equipping aircraft for future compliance and
emerging technologies can bring significant
benefits today.

Contact

Sales/Marketing/Support
3260 E. Universal Way
Tucson, AZ 85756 USA
Tel: (520) 295-2300 • (800) 321-5253
Fax: (520) 295-2395
Email: info@uasc.com
www.uasc.com

Universal Avionics has once again ranked as one of the top cockpit
avionics manufacturers, moving up to second place in this years’ AIN
Product Support Survey (September 2013 issue). Noticeable areas of
improvement from AIN’s 2012 Product Support Survey included Cost
of Parts, Technical Manuals and Overall Product Reliability.

The company’s consistently high support ratings in industry
publications prove Universal Avionics’ commitment to overall
customer support, operation and reliability. Thank you for your
support; Universal Avionics looks forward to another great year
of serving you.

Did You Know?
Insert Forecast Winds to Improve Fuel Calculation
Universal Avionics’ FMS’s Flight Plan (FPL) Menu Page 2 has an option to insert forecast
flight plan winds adjacent to appropriate waypoints in the flight plan. This enhances overall
time enroute and fuel consumption calculations, especially when the length of the leg
being flown is near normal aircraft maximum range. When these values are not inserted, the
FMS uses current calculated winds at any given time to compute fuel/time requirements.
However, it should be noted that this is not typically an issue for shorter flights.

FPL Winds Page showing manual entry of FPL Winds
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Product News and Highlights

From the Flight Deck

Regulations with Operational Benefits for Today

Matching Advanced Avionics to Customer Needs

Discussing P-RNAV with Universal Avionics’ Manager of Airworthiness and Flight Operations

New Rates for Navigation Databases in 2014

For this issue, The Universal Flyer asked Paul Damschen, Universal Avionics’
Manager of Airworthiness and Flight Operations, to discuss P–RNAV.

With high demand for measures seemingly
designed to improve safety and reliability,
government-issued mandates, regulations and
rules are regularly introduced to the aviation
industry. As a result, operators are forced to
face the maze of mandates and acronyms,
and are left to figure out how to equip for
these mandates or install latest technologies
for their operations, all at the best value.

An increase in costs from Universal Avionics’
data and media suppliers has resulted in new
rates for navigation database subscription
services and corresponding navigation database media fees for 2014.
The new pricing changes listed below are
effective January 1, 2014:
•
•
•

Increase of $100.00 for corporate
operator subscriptions
Increase of $200.00 for carrier/
military/helicopter subscriptions
Increase of $300.00 for all media
subscriptions

These increases will be reflected in invoices for
navigation database subscriptions effective on
or after January 1, 2014.
Universal Avionics knows that its operators rely
on their navigation databases every day, and

dependable data and reliable subscription
service is of most importance. Therefore,
Universal Avionics is committed to maintaining
excellence in database support.

For more information, contact:

UniNet

Email: sales@navtech.aero

Subscriptions for download-only database
updates offer a tremendous value for operators,
reducing their subscription cost. Visit UniNet at
www.uasc.com/uninet each cycle to download
navigation data at your convenience.

Internet: www.navtech.aero

Navtech

Protect Your Avionics Investment
With FlightAssure™ Extended Warranty
Universal Avionics’ FlightAssure Extended Warranty
Program provides customers with stability in their
maintenance and repair costs. The FlightAssure
program is designed to help customers’ extended
budget planning with cost protection in the event
avionics service is needed. For a list of FlightAssure’s
key features, visit: www.uasc.com/warranty.
FlightAssure is available for purchase at any time during
the equipment ownership.
For more information, please contact Universal Avionics’
Warranty Department at:
Tel: (520) 573-7627 • (800) 595-5906
Email: warranty@uasc.com
For enrollment, contact a Universal Avionics Authorized
Dealer. To locate an Authorized Dealer near you, visit:
www.uasc.com.

Page 2

Tel USA: (519) 747-1170

Additional Information
For questions regarding Universal Avionics’
navigation database pricing for 2014, please
contact Sales Administration at:

Email: navdata@uasc.com

UFP Program Updates
As announced in Service Bulletin No. 3564, SCN 25.6 for the Universal Flight Planning (UFP)
program is now available. UFP 25.6 includes the following enhancements:
•
•
•

•
•

The Universal Flyer:
What is P–RNAV?

Tel Europe: +46-8-797-5138 • +44-1932-704228

Tel: (520) 295-2300 • (800) 321-5253

Additionally, operators of FMS Software Control
Number (SCN) 802/902 and later may also
obtain navigation database subscriptions
directly from Navtech. Navtech’s navigation
database services draw on one of the world’s
largest aeronautical databases, supporting a
wide range of electronic navigation needs.

Here’s what he had
to say:

Incorporated GNSS-2400 SCN 30.X to the list of GPS/GNSS receivers supported for
RAIM prediction
Updated GPS/GNSS receiver selection view to show only the receivers that are
applicable to the selected FMS
Modified privilege settings for Microsoft Windows Vista and subsequent to allow
updating of the navigation database without requiring UFP to be executed as an
administrator
Updated to allow the user to select the UFP install location
Added additional error handling during database loading

The UFP Windows-based software package
provides operators with offline flight planning
and GPS Fault Detection and Exclusion prediction
capabilities using a PC and navigation database
subscription. The software allows the operator
to create and edit items in their Pilot Database
such as routes, waypoints, departures, arrivals,
approaches and more. In addition, the SBAS-FMS
offers a unique protected Company Routes
Database. For more information or for free download of the UFP program, visit:
www.uasc.com/support/ufp.aspx.

Paul: P–RNAV stands
for Precision–Area
Navigation (P–RNAV)
as defined by the
Paul in the flight deck of Universal’s Beechcraft King Air F90
European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA)/ Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA). It defines the
minimum performance and function requirements appropriate for
Terminal Airspace RNAV operations, and includes navigation data integrity
requirements and flight crew procedures necessary to meet the
requirements.
The Universal Flyer: Where is P–RNAV being introduced?
Paul: P–RNAV isn’t new, it has origins going back over a decade. However,
at this time, European states are progressively introducing P–RNAV
procedures across the Terminal Areas of the European Civil Aviation
Conference (ECAC), making compliance to the P–RNAV requirements
more pressing in order to continue aircraft operations without interruption.
The Universal Flyer: What are the benefits of being P–RNAV compliant?
Paul: P–RNAV offers operators benefits including shorter, more direct
routes and more precise navigational accuracy in the terminal and
approach airspace. More importantly, not complying with P–RNAV
requirements will over time, exclude your aircraft from operating in
European airspaces.

Circular (AC) 90-96A. Also, a statement is required in the Aircraft Flight
Manual (AFM) or AFM Supplement (AFMS). For European operations, a
Letter of Authorization (LOA) for all Required Navigation Performance
(RNP) operations is necessary, as the requirements differ from the FAA
requirements.
The Universal Flyer: Are there any P–RNAV mandates?
Paul: Basic–RNAV (B–RNAV) has been required since 1998. Although
P–RNAV has not been given a hard date for mandatory compliance,
European states are implementing numerous P–RNAV procedures in the
terminal areas of major airports. Only P–RNAV qualified aircraft will be
allowed to fly these procedures, essentially creating a “best equipped,
best served” situation. We are also hearing of restrictions being placed at
certain airports within European airspace for aircraft that are not P–RNAV
equipped.
The Universal Flyer: What does an operator need to be compliant?
Paul: P–RNAV is an aircraft level authorization, consisting of several
components, including pilot training, installed equipment, and operational
approval. An AFMS statement demonstrating compliance is also required.
The Universal Flyer: Where can an operator find more information
regarding P–RNAV?
Paul: EASA TGL-10 and Universal Avionics Service Letter 2792, which
addresses the FMS functional compliance are good places to start. The
FMS itself is a key component in P-RNAV approval, but is only a part of
the total process.
Look for more pilot tips, tricks and talk from Paul in future issues of
The Universal Flyer.

The Universal Flyer is a quarterly publication
produced by Universal Avionics Systems
Corporation. This newsletter provides
information about Universal Avionics as a
company, its products and services as well
as regulatory and educational information
relevant to the owners and operators of
business, regional and air transport aircraft.

Your feedback is appreciated. Email your
comments to: universalflyer@uasc.com.

Update
Receive The Universal Flyer by mail or email.
Email universalflyer@uasc.com or call the
Marketing department at (800) 321-5253 or
(520) 295-2300 to update your profile.

Universal Avionics’ current product lines offer
solutions for some of the most advanced
industry technologies and requirements such
as: Satellite–Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS),
Required Navigation Performance (RNP) and
Precision–Area Navigation (P–RNAV), the Future
Air Navigation
System (FANS),
Link 2000+
and Automatic
Dependent
Surveillance–
Broadcast (ADS–B).

SBAS
Use of Satellite–Based Augmentation Systems
(SBAS) has been growing substantially throughout the world, including: Europe (EGNOS),
North America (WAAS), Japan (MSAS) and India
(GAGAN). Each system improves the performance and reliability of GPS.
Business aircraft operating in the National
Airspace System (NAS) who regularly fly into
small airports or in bad weather often recognize
the most benefits of SBAS technology.
Universal Avionics’ SBAS-FMSs are compatible
with each of the regional SBAS systems previously mentioned. The SBAS-FMSs feature an
extremely precise, internal SBAS GPS receiver
that improves accuracy and integrity of GPSderived position information.
Universal’s SBAS-FMSs were designed in compliance with RTCA DO-229 to meet current
standards and emerging technology in satellitebased navigation.

In its simplest form, RNP equipage means that
the aircraft and its installed equipment are able
to maintain required navigational accuracy and
integrity defined to operate in the defined airspace or perform a specific approach, departure,
etc.
Operators should note that at some point in
the future, RNP will affect anyone operating
under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) because of
increased focus by regulatory agencies on this
type of navigation. This includes light aircraft,
corporate aircraft and air transport..
Current RNP requirements include:
• Oceanic/Remote: RNP 10
• US: RNP 4
• US: RNAV (RNP AR) Approach
Authorization
• Europe: Basic–RNAV (B–RNAV), the
equivalent to RNP 5
• Europe: P–RNAV, the equivalent to RNP 1
RNP operations offer operators significant
benefits such as improved safety, flight operations efficiency and airspace capacity.
Universal Avionics is a technology leader in both
RNAV and RNP. The SBAS-FMS meets RNP/ Actual
Navigation Performance (ANP) airworthiness
requirements for US RNP procedures in addition
to European B–RNAV and P–RNAV operations.

UNS-1Ew SBAS-FMS
Continued on Page 5
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Paul: P–RNAV requirements are defined in EASA Temporary Guidance
Leaflet (TGL)-10 and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Advisory
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Operators who choose to equip early will
realize benefits long before the compliance
date of any mandate.

RNP

Top Ratings Continue for Universal Avionics’ Support

The Universal Flyer: Where are the requirements for P–RNAV defined?

About

Universal Avionics believes that every operator
should have the benefit of advanced technologies for the freedom to fly in airspace around
the world efficiently and safely, in their current
aircraft.

Equipping aircraft for future compliance and
emerging technologies can bring significant
benefits today.

Contact

Sales/Marketing/Support
3260 E. Universal Way
Tucson, AZ 85756 USA
Tel: (520) 295-2300 • (800) 321-5253
Fax: (520) 295-2395
Email: info@uasc.com
www.uasc.com

Universal Avionics has once again ranked as one of the top cockpit
avionics manufacturers, moving up to second place in this years’ AIN
Product Support Survey (September 2013 issue). Noticeable areas of
improvement from AIN’s 2012 Product Support Survey included Cost
of Parts, Technical Manuals and Overall Product Reliability.

The company’s consistently high support ratings in industry
publications prove Universal Avionics’ commitment to overall
customer support, operation and reliability. Thank you for your
support; Universal Avionics looks forward to another great year
of serving you.

Did You Know?
Insert Forecast Winds to Improve Fuel Calculation
Universal Avionics’ FMS’s Flight Plan (FPL) Menu Page 2 has an option to insert forecast
flight plan winds adjacent to appropriate waypoints in the flight plan. This enhances overall
time enroute and fuel consumption calculations, especially when the length of the leg
being flown is near normal aircraft maximum range. When these values are not inserted, the
FMS uses current calculated winds at any given time to compute fuel/time requirements.
However, it should be noted that this is not typically an issue for shorter flights.

FPL Winds Page showing manual entry of FPL Winds
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Regulations with Operational Benefits for Today (continued)

Expanded International Repair Capabilities

FANS
The Future Air Navigation System (FANS) provides
direct datalink communication between the
pilot and the Air Traffic Controller (ATC). FANS
technology is currently being implemented
in oceanic and domestic airspace around the
world.
For a timeline of upcoming FANS mandates,
visit: www.uasc.com/fans/fans12.aspx.
Aircraft operating in Oceanic Regions where
FANS is implemented typically recognize the
most benefits of FANS-enabled avionics. These
operators experience a reduction in fuel burn
and flight time through preferred routes with
favorable winds. Therefore, costs associated
with crew and engine maintenance can also
be reduced.
Controller Pilot Datalink Communications
(CPDLC) is a FANS 1/A+ technology that allows
ATCs to communicate with flight crews via
text-based messages. It is intended to replace
traditional voice over High Frequency (HF) and
Very HF (VHF) radio frequencies, increasing the
effectivity of the communications channel.
The primary benefit of CPDLC over voice is
improved reliability and clarity of communication
in oceanic and remote regions where distorted
HF voice channels commonly occur. CPDLC is
being used right now, offering operators significant benefits in their current operations.
Another main component of FANS 1/A+,
Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Contract
(ADS–C), reports the current flight position via
satellite or VHF datalink to the ATC or airline.
Requiring a peer-to-peer relationship with the
ground facility to acknowledge receipt of ADS
messages, ADS–C improves the surveillance of
enroute aircraft.
Universal Avionics’ UniLink® UL-800/801
Communications Management Unit (CMU)
meets FANS 1/A+ standards and includes CPDLC
and ADS–C functionality. Combined with
Page 5

Universal’s SBAS-FMS, the UniLink UL-800/801
provides an opportunity to take full advantage
of the safety and efficiency benefits that advanced datalink capabilities offer.
Link 2000+

•

•

The Single European Sky (SES) Data Link Services
Implementing Rule (DLS IR) requires all existing
aircraft operating above FL285 in European
airspace to be retrofitted for the Link 2000+
Programme by February 15, 2015.
Universal Avionics’ UniLink UL-800/801 CMU is
slated to be one of the only integrated airborne
datalink systems to provide CPDLC and Context
Management (CM) functions required to meet
the upcoming EUROCONTROL Link 2000+
Programme mandate. These functions will be
incorporated in an upcoming software upgrade
to the CMU, making it available to a wide range
of aircraft types.
Operators
equipped with
Link 2000+ will
see preferential
treatment due to
“best equipped,
best served”
hierarchy within
the airspace.

December 12, 2013
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ADS–B
Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast
(ADS-B) mandates are currently being planned
and implemented worldwide, affecting almost
all aircraft operators. In the US, the FAA has mandated ADS–B Out by January 1, 2020 and in
Europe, EASA may mandate ADS–B Out as early
as 2015.
However, some of the earliest ADS–B compliance
dates will affect the Asia-Pacific region starting
in December 2013. Areas will include Australia,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Vietnam and Indonesia.
Important upcoming dates and associated
ADS–B mandates include:

Australia: All aircraft flying at /
above FL290, within 12 NM of
Australia’s landmass
Hong Kong: Airways L642 and
M771 at /above FL290

•

Singapore: Certain airways at /
above FL290

•

Vietnam: Certain airways at /
above FL290

•

Indonesia: Certain airways at /
above FL290

December 31, 2014
•

Hong Kong: All airspace at /
above FL290

Australian airspace was the first with full,
continental ADS–B coverage (above FL300).
As a result, Australia has experienced advanced
surveillance capability, including over the remote
areas of the outback that previously had no
coverage at all. In addition, Australia is realizing
significant safety benefits that are a direct result
of ADS–B.

Scandinavian Avionics to Support Repair and Return-to-Service for EFI-890R/890H

NBAA 2013 Spotlight

The breadth of repair capabilities for Universal
Avionics’ Authorized Dealer, Scandinavian Avionics
A/S, is being expanded to include the EFI-890R
and EFI-890H Advanced Flight Display systems.

Announcements............................1

Scandinavian Avionics is one of Universal Avionics’
premier equipment sales and installation dealers
as well as an EASA and FAA Part-145 approved
repair facility.
“Scandinavian Avionics’ skill and experience with
Universal’s EFI-890R flight deck retrofits, on both
regional airliners and corporate aircraft, has been a
significant factor in their successful performance,”
said Andy Seaton, Universal Avionics’ Director of
Product Support. “We’re fortunate to have an
Authorized Dealer like Scandinavian Avionics, with
its experience in worldwide reach and technical
support,” he added.

Primarily serving the European community, this
expanded repair capability will provide more
localized support with a greater opportunity for
quicker turn-times than when the equipment is
returned to Universal Avionics’ US repair facilities.

Product News and
Highlights.............................................2
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Avionics Solutions for Your Aircraft

Top Dealer Announcement

Make sure to schedule time to visit Universal Avionics’ Booth N6108 during the 2013
National Business Aviation Association’s (NBAA) 66th Annual Business Aviation
Convention and Exhibition at the Las Vegas Convention Center (LVCC) in Las Vegas,
Nevada. Exhibit halls are open October 22–24.

Universal Avionics invites its customers, dealers
and business partners to an in-booth reception
at the 2013 NBAA Annual Business Aviation
Convention and Exhibition.

Universal Avionics has avionics solutions for over 50 aircraft types – come learn about
solutions for your particular aircraft to benefit your flight operations today and in the
future.

When: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 at 3:00pm
Where: Universal Avionics’ Booth N6108
What: Enjoy refreshments while Universal
Avionics reveals its 2013 Top Dealers – North
American and International

The New Future for Your Falcon
Universal Avionics recently partnered with Authorized Dealer, Duncan
Aviation, to install and certify a technologically advanced cockpit for the
Dassault Falcon 900B. Visit Universal Avionics’ Booth N6108 during the 2013
NBAA Business Aviation Convention and Exhibition to learn about the new
future of your Falcon.

Aircraft that are currently equipped for ADS–B
Out realize many benefits today, including:
improved situational awareness and safety,
reduced separation between aircraft and
increased coverage. In addition, ADS–B Out
also complies with the FAA and EASA mandates
for equipage and support of NextGen navigation
capability.

Universal Avionics and Duncan Aviation have a proven relationship that has
delivered technologically advanced avionics solutions for business aircraft
for over three decades. Both companies have a long-standing relationship
founded on the principle of working together to provide leading edge and
world class avionics retrofit solutions for the business jet market.

The minimum set of equipment for ADS–B Out
to satisfy the FAA’s mandate is an extended
squitter Mode S transponder, which accepts
GPS position information from a GPS sensor. At
this time, Universal Avionics’ SBAS–FMSs meet
the ADS–B Out requirements for an SBAS sensor.

Retrofit Flight Deck Package
The Universal Avionics / Duncan Aviation Falcon 900B flight deck upgrade
presents a simple concept: replace only the most critical components to
maximize upgrade efficiency. This straightforward solution provides significant
weight and power savings, increased reliability and reduced maintenance
costs. The operator will realize maintenance cost savings and less downtime
while receiving the benefits of the latest advancements in avionics
technology comparable to the latest production OEM aircraft.
Components
The upgraded avionics suite includes:
•
•
•

To learn more about ADS–B or to download a
copy of Universal Avionics’ ADS–B Out White
Paper, visit: www.uasc.com/ads-b.

•

3260 E. Universal Way
Tucson, AZ 85756 USA

Additional information regarding P–RNAV is
detailed in the From the Flight Deck article on
page 3.

Inside This Issue

•
•

5 – EFI-8990R 8.9” Advanced Flight Displays with one fully dedicated
Engine Display (ED)
2 – Vision-1® Synthetic Vision Systems
2 – Application Server Units (ASU) for Jeppesen charts, checklists
and E-DOCS
2 – UNS-1Fw Flight Management Systems (FMS) with 5” Control
Display Units (CDU) (optional 3rd FMS)
2 – Radio Control Units (RCU)
1 – UniLink® UL-801 Airborne Datalink Communications Management
Unit (CMU)

Additional Information
For program information, please contact a Universal Avionics Regional
Sales Manager or Duncan Aviation, or visit www.uasc.com/falcon900b.
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Regulations with Operational Benefits for Today (continued)

Expanded International Repair Capabilities

FANS
The Future Air Navigation System (FANS) provides
direct datalink communication between the
pilot and the Air Traffic Controller (ATC). FANS
technology is currently being implemented
in oceanic and domestic airspace around the
world.
For a timeline of upcoming FANS mandates,
visit: www.uasc.com/fans/fans12.aspx.
Aircraft operating in Oceanic Regions where
FANS is implemented typically recognize the
most benefits of FANS-enabled avionics. These
operators experience a reduction in fuel burn
and flight time through preferred routes with
favorable winds. Therefore, costs associated
with crew and engine maintenance can also
be reduced.
Controller Pilot Datalink Communications
(CPDLC) is a FANS 1/A+ technology that allows
ATCs to communicate with flight crews via
text-based messages. It is intended to replace
traditional voice over High Frequency (HF) and
Very HF (VHF) radio frequencies, increasing the
effectivity of the communications channel.
The primary benefit of CPDLC over voice is
improved reliability and clarity of communication
in oceanic and remote regions where distorted
HF voice channels commonly occur. CPDLC is
being used right now, offering operators significant benefits in their current operations.
Another main component of FANS 1/A+,
Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Contract
(ADS–C), reports the current flight position via
satellite or VHF datalink to the ATC or airline.
Requiring a peer-to-peer relationship with the
ground facility to acknowledge receipt of ADS
messages, ADS–C improves the surveillance of
enroute aircraft.
Universal Avionics’ UniLink® UL-800/801
Communications Management Unit (CMU)
meets FANS 1/A+ standards and includes CPDLC
and ADS–C functionality. Combined with
Page 5

Universal’s SBAS-FMS, the UniLink UL-800/801
provides an opportunity to take full advantage
of the safety and efficiency benefits that advanced datalink capabilities offer.
Link 2000+

•

•

The Single European Sky (SES) Data Link Services
Implementing Rule (DLS IR) requires all existing
aircraft operating above FL285 in European
airspace to be retrofitted for the Link 2000+
Programme by February 15, 2015.
Universal Avionics’ UniLink UL-800/801 CMU is
slated to be one of the only integrated airborne
datalink systems to provide CPDLC and Context
Management (CM) functions required to meet
the upcoming EUROCONTROL Link 2000+
Programme mandate. These functions will be
incorporated in an upcoming software upgrade
to the CMU, making it available to a wide range
of aircraft types.
Operators
equipped with
Link 2000+ will
see preferential
treatment due to
“best equipped,
best served”
hierarchy within
the airspace.

December 12, 2013
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ADS–B
Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast
(ADS-B) mandates are currently being planned
and implemented worldwide, affecting almost
all aircraft operators. In the US, the FAA has mandated ADS–B Out by January 1, 2020 and in
Europe, EASA may mandate ADS–B Out as early
as 2015.
However, some of the earliest ADS–B compliance
dates will affect the Asia-Pacific region starting
in December 2013. Areas will include Australia,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Vietnam and Indonesia.
Important upcoming dates and associated
ADS–B mandates include:

Australia: All aircraft flying at /
above FL290, within 12 NM of
Australia’s landmass
Hong Kong: Airways L642 and
M771 at /above FL290

•

Singapore: Certain airways at /
above FL290

•

Vietnam: Certain airways at /
above FL290

•

Indonesia: Certain airways at /
above FL290

December 31, 2014
•

Hong Kong: All airspace at /
above FL290

Australian airspace was the first with full,
continental ADS–B coverage (above FL300).
As a result, Australia has experienced advanced
surveillance capability, including over the remote
areas of the outback that previously had no
coverage at all. In addition, Australia is realizing
significant safety benefits that are a direct result
of ADS–B.

Scandinavian Avionics to Support Repair and Return-to-Service for EFI-890R/890H

NBAA 2013 Spotlight

The breadth of repair capabilities for Universal
Avionics’ Authorized Dealer, Scandinavian Avionics
A/S, is being expanded to include the EFI-890R
and EFI-890H Advanced Flight Display systems.

Announcements............................1

Scandinavian Avionics is one of Universal Avionics’
premier equipment sales and installation dealers
as well as an EASA and FAA Part-145 approved
repair facility.
“Scandinavian Avionics’ skill and experience with
Universal’s EFI-890R flight deck retrofits, on both
regional airliners and corporate aircraft, has been a
significant factor in their successful performance,”
said Andy Seaton, Universal Avionics’ Director of
Product Support. “We’re fortunate to have an
Authorized Dealer like Scandinavian Avionics, with
its experience in worldwide reach and technical
support,” he added.

Primarily serving the European community, this
expanded repair capability will provide more
localized support with a greater opportunity for
quicker turn-times than when the equipment is
returned to Universal Avionics’ US repair facilities.
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Highlights.............................................2
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Avionics Solutions for Your Aircraft

Top Dealer Announcement

Make sure to schedule time to visit Universal Avionics’ Booth N6108 during the 2013
National Business Aviation Association’s (NBAA) 66th Annual Business Aviation
Convention and Exhibition at the Las Vegas Convention Center (LVCC) in Las Vegas,
Nevada. Exhibit halls are open October 22–24.

Universal Avionics invites its customers, dealers
and business partners to an in-booth reception
at the 2013 NBAA Annual Business Aviation
Convention and Exhibition.

Universal Avionics has avionics solutions for over 50 aircraft types – come learn about
solutions for your particular aircraft to benefit your flight operations today and in the
future.

When: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 at 3:00pm
Where: Universal Avionics’ Booth N6108
What: Enjoy refreshments while Universal
Avionics reveals its 2013 Top Dealers – North
American and International

The New Future for Your Falcon
Universal Avionics recently partnered with Authorized Dealer, Duncan
Aviation, to install and certify a technologically advanced cockpit for the
Dassault Falcon 900B. Visit Universal Avionics’ Booth N6108 during the 2013
NBAA Business Aviation Convention and Exhibition to learn about the new
future of your Falcon.

Aircraft that are currently equipped for ADS–B
Out realize many benefits today, including:
improved situational awareness and safety,
reduced separation between aircraft and
increased coverage. In addition, ADS–B Out
also complies with the FAA and EASA mandates
for equipage and support of NextGen navigation
capability.

Universal Avionics and Duncan Aviation have a proven relationship that has
delivered technologically advanced avionics solutions for business aircraft
for over three decades. Both companies have a long-standing relationship
founded on the principle of working together to provide leading edge and
world class avionics retrofit solutions for the business jet market.

The minimum set of equipment for ADS–B Out
to satisfy the FAA’s mandate is an extended
squitter Mode S transponder, which accepts
GPS position information from a GPS sensor. At
this time, Universal Avionics’ SBAS–FMSs meet
the ADS–B Out requirements for an SBAS sensor.

Retrofit Flight Deck Package
The Universal Avionics / Duncan Aviation Falcon 900B flight deck upgrade
presents a simple concept: replace only the most critical components to
maximize upgrade efficiency. This straightforward solution provides significant
weight and power savings, increased reliability and reduced maintenance
costs. The operator will realize maintenance cost savings and less downtime
while receiving the benefits of the latest advancements in avionics
technology comparable to the latest production OEM aircraft.
Components
The upgraded avionics suite includes:
•
•
•

To learn more about ADS–B or to download a
copy of Universal Avionics’ ADS–B Out White
Paper, visit: www.uasc.com/ads-b.

•

3260 E. Universal Way
Tucson, AZ 85756 USA

Additional information regarding P–RNAV is
detailed in the From the Flight Deck article on
page 3.

Inside This Issue

•
•

5 – EFI-8990R 8.9” Advanced Flight Displays with one fully dedicated
Engine Display (ED)
2 – Vision-1® Synthetic Vision Systems
2 – Application Server Units (ASU) for Jeppesen charts, checklists
and E-DOCS
2 – UNS-1Fw Flight Management Systems (FMS) with 5” Control
Display Units (CDU) (optional 3rd FMS)
2 – Radio Control Units (RCU)
1 – UniLink® UL-801 Airborne Datalink Communications Management
Unit (CMU)

Additional Information
For program information, please contact a Universal Avionics Regional
Sales Manager or Duncan Aviation, or visit www.uasc.com/falcon900b.

